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A drone strike on 03 January 2020, near

the Baghdad international airport killed

Iranian Major General Qasem Soleimani

of the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps. He was

also the commander of the dreaded Quds Force

that has been deemed as a terrorist organisation

by the USA and Saudi Arabia, among others. Nine

others were killed in the strike, including the deputy

chairman of Iraq’s Popular Mobilisation Forces

(PMF)1. It was reportedly a continuation of U.S.

response to alleged Iranian campaign to harass

U.S. forces in the region.

Earlier, on 14 September 2019, drones were

used to attack the state-owned Saudi Aramco oil

processing facilities at Abqaiq and Khurais in Saudi

Arabia.2 The attack was claimed by the Houthi

movement in Yemen, which said that they used

ten drones and that they launched the attack from

Yemen. In actual fact however, many more drones

and cruise missiles were used for the attack, with

Americans and Saudis claiming that the attack was

orchestrated by Iran. Iran promptly denied any

involvement. The attack caused large fires at the

processing facility and both facilities had to be shut

down for repairs, which cut Saudi oil production

by half. The attacks were very precise. No deaths

or injuries were reported. As per surveillance

camera recordings, guards at the facilities tried to

bring down the drones or unmanned aerial vehicles

(UAV) with machine gunfire. Notwithstanding the

geopolitical actions and narrative that followed, the
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growing importance of drones to prosecute aerial

operations was further strengthened. Also in focus

once again was the need for effective air defence

against drone attacks.

In the recent past, the USA has increased its

use of drone strikes against targets as part of the

‘War on Terror’. The American and earlier Israeli

UAV successes in wars in West Asia resulted in

China, Iran, Italy, India, Pakistan, Russia and

Turkey acquiring or aspiring for similar capability.

An unmanned combat aerial vehicle (UCAV), is a

UAV that also carries ordnance such as missiles

and bombs. Most drones are usually under real-

time human control, with varying levels of

autonomy. The UCAV’s attack targets using

‘stand-off’ weaponry. The advent of Artificial

Intelligence (AI) resulted in greater flight control

and decision making autonomy, and UAV

operations becoming free of human involvement/

interference.

Autonomous Drone Concept
The ‘autonomous drones’ act on their own

based on the choice of options and a large number

of alternative responses programmed, or evolved

by them, for the different challenges they may

meet during their mission. At another level,

autonomy could mean AI-based systems that learn

and even self-develop possible courses of action.

One of the challenges for the development and

approval of aircraft with such technologies is the
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difficulty in developing satisfactory validation

systems, which would ensure that the technology

is safe and would act like humans.

Evolution of Unmanned Aerial Systems

In 1959, the U.S. Air Force concerned about

losing pilots over hostile territory in Vietnam began

planning for the use of unmanned aircraft. A highly

classified UAV program started under the code

name of ‘Red Wagon’. By August 1964, American

UAVs were in combat missions in Vietnam.3 The

first tactical UAVs installed with reconnaissance

cameras were first tested by the Israeli intelligence

in 1967.4 The modern combat drone was the

brainchild of John Stuart Foster Jr an American

nuclear physicist and aero modelling hobbyist, who

is 1971, felt that these models could be used to

carry weapons. He drew up initial plans, and by

1973, the Defense Advanced Research Projects

Agency (DARPA)5 built two prototypes. In the

1973 Yom Kippur war, Israel used unarmed U.S.

Ryan Firebee target-drones to spur Egypt into firing

its entire arsenal of anti-aircraft missiles.6 Later

Israel became a lead manufacturer of UAVs for

real-time surveillance, electronic warfare (EW),

and decoys. In the 1982 Lebanon war, extensive

UAV based EW resulted in no Israeli pilot being

downed.

The first real ‘UAV war’ was operation

‘Desert Storm’, the Gulf war of May 1991, when

at least one UAV was airborne at all times. The

first targeted human ‘kill’ by an American UAV

was on October 7, 2001, in Kandahar.7 UCAVs

have been used extensively in Iraq, Syria and

Afghanistan in the last two decades.

UAV Classification
Generally, UAVs are classified by size, range

and endurance. India’s DGCA has categorised

UAVs based on weight.8 Below 250 gram are

‘Nano,’ between 250 gm and 2.0 kg are ‘Micro,’ 2

to 25 kg are small, 25 to 150kg is ‘medium’, and

above 150 kg is large. Internationally, hand-held

UAVs operate up to 2,000 ft altitude, about 2 km

range; tactical UAVs 18,000 ft altitude, about 160

km range; MALE (medium-altitude, long-

endurance) up to 30,000 ft and range over 200

km; and HALE (high altitude, long-range) over

30,000 ft and indefinite range.

Emerging Autonomous
Aerial Systems and Concepts

Autonomous drones are systems programmed

with algorithms for countless human-defined

courses of action to meet emerging challenges.

On-board sensors now allow UCAVs to sense their

surroundings and react after harnessing data in

real-time to make informed, intelligent decisions

based on preset criteria set by the human operator.

‘Swarms of drones’ (drones which follow and take

tasks from other drones) are entirely dependent

on autonomous processing. Autonomous drones

that operate with manned aircraft, as unmanned

‘Loyal Wingman’ aircraft have all been tested. The

unmanned TRITON aircraft9 is part of the Broad

Area Maritime Surveillance (BAMS) system and

supplements Poseidon P-8 maritime patrol aircraft.

UCAVs are now being launched from manned

aircraft, to work independently or in the extension

of the ‘mother aircraft’. The U.S. planning

document ‘USAF RPA Vector - Vision and

Enabling Concepts 2013-2018’ published in 2014,10
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indicates that autonomous flying drones bring new

opportunities for military forces. Manned aircraft

could be at the centre of local combat with drones

serving many supportive roles such as jamming,

weapons-delivery, or as multi-sensor platforms.

AI Key to UAV Autonomy -
China Pulling Ahead

Advances in artificial intelligence and

autonomy are going to lead to a new era of human-

machine collaboration and combat teaming. AI will

allow seamless integration between man and

machine with a gradual reduction in the degree of

human control. An AI arms race has been on for a

few years. Rapid advances in AI will define the

next generation of warfare, especially unmanned

systems. The global private investment in AI was

around $70 billion in 2019.11 AI is a key growth

investment area for U.S. DoD. Russia has been

working on AI-guided missiles that can decide to

switch targets mid-flight. Chinese Diaspora, and

the open nature of the American research

community, has made the West’s advanced AI

technology available to China. AI startups in China

received nearly half of the total global investment

in AI startups in 2017.12 The Chinese filed for

nearly five times as many AI patents as did

Americans. It is predicted China will be the leading

country in AI by 2025. Beijing’s roadmap aims to

create a $150 billion AI industry by 2030.13

Autonomous Systems &
Combat Missions

Autonomous weapons have been described

as the third revolution in warfare, after gunpowder

and nuclear arms. Autonomy mitigates operational

challenges such as rapid decision making, the high

volume of data, intermittent communications, high

complexity of coordinated action, and high

persistence and endurance. Autonomy has the

potential to deliver substantial operational value

across diverse vital missions. The autonomy must

be adopted while ensuring sufficient security

against adversarial exploitation of the inherent

vulnerabilities that exist within the interconnected

cyberspace.

Autonomous missions are important in highly

contested areas, potentially hazardous

environments, and nuclear fallout. Anti-access and

area denial (A2/AD) is a primary mission that

could be enhanced by autonomous systems. UAVs

are already taking over many missions like aerial

refuelling, airborne early warning, intelligence,

surveillance, reconnaissance, anti-ship warfare, and

command support. UAVs could operate

autonomously to facilitate offensive strikes,

electronic warfare, and communications jamming.

The defensive roles could be of decoys, or to act

as sensors and emitters, target emulators, to

confuse, deceive, and attrite adversary attacks.

Small swarms could be deployed as perimeter and

for close-in defence. The potential exploitations

include the ability to swarm with large numbers of

low-cost vehicles to overwhelm sensors and

exhaust the enemy defensive response. UAVs will

continue to have a great role in combat logistics

and C4ISR.

Lethal autonomous weapons (LAWs) is a

term often used for autonomous weapons or

military robots that can independently search and

engage targets. Many ground-based missile

defence systems such as Iron Dome have
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autonomous targeting capabilities. The main reason

for not having a human-in-the-loop in these systems

is the need for rapid response. The possibility of

LAWs has generated significant debate, especially

about the risk of killer-robots roaming the earth -

in the future.

Major Autonomous UCAV Systems
While the USA and Israel remain world

leaders in developing high technology UCAVs and

autonomous platforms, China has become the

‘Walmart’ of small hand-held UAVs used by

hobbyists. Meanwhile, China has made significant

R&D investments in military autonomous

platforms. Chinese UCAV WZ-2000 is the combat

version of the Xianglong high altitude long

endurance UAV. They are also developing a stealth

strike UCAV called the ‘Warrior Eagle’ with

forwarding swept wings, similar niche to U.S. X-

45. BAE Taranis14 was a British technology

demonstrator UCAV program. It was part of the

UK’s Strategic Unmanned Air Vehicle

Experimental program (SUAVE) with fully

integrated autonomous systems and low observable

features. It had a maximum take-off weight of

about 8000 kilograms and two internal weapon

bays, making it one of the world’s larger UAVs.

The first flight took place in August 2013. With the

inclusion of ‘full autonomy’, the intention was for

the platform to ‘think for itself’ for a large part of

the mission. Taranis has now been merged into

the proposed Anglo-French Future Combat Air

System,15 where Taranis will be combined with

the French Dassault nEUROn in a joint European

UCAV. A test flight of a demonstrator is expected

around 2025 and entry into service around 2040.

It was designated New Generation Fighter. Spain

joined the program in June 2019.

UCAS-D and Northrop Grumman X-47B are

the U.S. Navy (USN) successors16 to the USAF

and USN joint J-UCAS, which was cancelled in

2006. Boeing is also working on the X-45N a

concept demonstrator for the next generation of

completely autonomous military aircraft. The

UCAS-D program is to demonstrate the feasibility

of operating an unmanned vehicle on an aircraft

carrier. Technology and operational procedures

gained from the program and X-47B demonstrator

will be used to develop an operational unmanned

carrier aircraft as part of the Unmanned Carrier-

Launched Surveillance and Strike (UCLASS)

program.17 Northrop Grumman intends to develop

the X-47B into an operational aircraft, the MQ-25

Stingray, which will enter service in the 2020s. The

USAF has shifted its UCAV program from

medium-range tactical strike aircraft to long-range

strategic bombers. The technology of the Long

Range Strike program is based on the Lockheed

Martin Polecat demonstrator.

The Boeing MQ-25 Stingray,18 Unmanned

Carrier Aviation Air System (UCAAS), is a UCAV

that has emerged from the UCLASS program. It

will be a Super Hornet sized, carrier-based aerial

refuelling tanker with some ISR and some

communications relay capabilities. The strike

variant will evolve later. Three of these UCAVs

could fly with an F-35 for refuelling and sensor

operations. The MQ-25 could extend the Super

Hornet’s combat radius.

The Elbit Systems Hermes 450 is an Israeli

medium size multi-payload UCAV designed for

tactical long endurance missions, with over 20 hours
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endurance. Hermes 450 is equipped with two

Hellfire missiles or other newer missiles. The

Mikoyan SKAT is one of the Russian low-

observable, subsonic tail-less, UCAV with a

maximum takeoff weight of ten tons. It is meant

to carry weapons in two ventral weapons bays

large enough for missiles such as the Kh-31.

Chinese UCAV designs are aggressively taking

shape. WZ-2000 is a long endurance version of

Global hawk class UAS. Shenyang’s ‘Dark Sword’

is the stealth forward-swept wing UCAV of Boeing

X-45 class. Developed in Pakistan, ‘Burraq’

(Chinese UCAV design) and ‘Shahpar’ surveillance

UAS were inducted late 2013.

Drone Swarming
Recent advances in chip technology and

software for robotics has allowed designing

machines that can operate in mutual coordination

and accomplish complex tasks. Aerial robots can

ascend synchronously, communicate with each

other in mid-air and create cross-references. Fixed

formation group flights and complex group

manoeuvres are possible. These swarms of drones

behave and function somewhat like swarms

occurring in nature, e.g., honeybee swarms, flying

in coordination, displaying collective intelligence

and each executing a small share of the collective

task. Very small drones, even weighing less than

three kilograms, can cause a devastating effect if

they are armed with weapons, and flown in a swarm

of large numbers. Drone swarms can be remotely

operated or fly autonomously or may accompany

ground vehicles and other aircraft. Even single

getting through could be potentially lethal. Because

of their size, these drones are difficult to see, hard

to catch on the radar, and hard to shoot at with

conventional weapons, particularly in swarms.

During the opening ceremony of the Winter

Olympics at Pyeongchang, South Korea, a

spectacular pre-recorded display by a quad-copter

drone swarm comprising of 1218 drones left

spectators astounded.19 In January 2017, the

USAF carried out trials with 103 Perdix quadcopter

drones functioning as a swarm.20 The trial included

airdropping of these drones in the battlefield from

canisters carried by three F/A-18 fighter aircraft,

gathering the drones in a swarm and then

proceeding to engage targets in the battlefield. In

2017, China demonstrated drone swarming using

119 larger, fixed-wing, drones.21 Russia has

reportedly been working on a concept of drone

swarming wherein the Scandinavian countries have

seen Russian drones flying in formation over their

skies. Drone swarms are now being conceptualised

as a canister launched weapons, especially the

quad-copter ones, which would make them easy

to pack and carry. These could be airdropped

through fighter or transport aircraft, or through

bigger drones, over or close to target.

Drone/Swarm Counters
UAVs and Cruise missiles fly at very low

altitudes and difficult to be detected by conventional

radar systems. Swarm of drones and cruise missiles

coming from multiple directions can confuse and

jam radar, as well as overwhelm air defences. But

drone swarms too, have some weaknesses and

limitations. They could be blunted using

countermeasures like electronic warfare

techniques, cyber-attacks, laser and microwave

weapon systems, small arms fire, camouflage and
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concealment or pitching a counter-drone swarm.

In January 2018, Russia confirmed a drone swarm

attack on its military base in Syria.22 Six small-

size UAVs were intercepted and taken under

control by the Russian EW units. Three of them

were landed on the controlled area outside the base,

and another three UAVs exploded as they touched

the ground. Seven UAVs were eliminated by the

Pantsir-S anti-aircraft missile complexes operated

by the Russian air defence units on 24-hours alert.

USA is now deploying new radars like Q-53 system

that can detect and identify such small objects and

then initiate the kill chain using laser weapons.

Lockheed Martin has already supplied the US

Army with a 60-kilowatt laser mounted on a largely

modified truck23 that can destroy rockets, artillery,

cruise missiles, drones, and even ground vehicles.

These can also be integrated onto aircraft, ground

vehicles and ships. The laser weapon system can

fire over and over, essentially creating an unlimited

magazine of bullets. Laser beams are visible and

can accurately aim, target and destroy the threat

at the speed of light. They are also developing

technology to defeat swarms. Cyber solutions to

defeat drones include using multispectral sensor

systems to detect and then using cyber

electromagnetic to either disable the drone or

physically take over and divert.

Cost Advantage Small
Autonomous Drones

Big drones like the ‘Predator’ are expensive,

slow, vulnerable to being targeted, by an advanced

adversary. In contrast, small drones could be

assembled into non-standard models and used to

attack targets clandestinely. Since such models are

cheap, they could be made in the hundreds or

thousands without much of a cost burden.

Electronics like GPS, digital cameras, laser range

finders, RF data communication sets, processors,

batteries, engines, motors and even pressure

transducers and altitude sensors are low-priced

enough to be used to produce advanced capability

cheap drone models for military missions including

armed ones.

Military Advantages of
Autonomous Weapons

Military advantages include autonomous

weapons systems act as a force multiplier; fewer

war-fighters are needed; autonomous weapons

systems expand the battlefield, allowing combat

to reach into previously inaccessible areas. Also,

autonomous weapon systems can reduce

casualties by removing human war-fighters from

dangerous missions. In the long-term savings could

be achieved through fielding an army of military

robots. The Army could eventually reduce the size

of formations without a concomitant reduction in

effectiveness. Autonomous weapons systems

would be morally acceptable and ethically

preferable to human fighters.

Ethical and Legal Issues
There is debate among military planners,

robotic designers, and ethicists about the

deployment of LAWS with little or no human

oversight. Arguments are mostly on moral grounds.

Deployment of LAWS should be only after an

internationally agreed-upon framework for LAWs

has been established. Will the robots take the

decision for the proportional use of force? Decisions
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about the application of violent force must not be

delegated to machines it is argued. Another major

concern is the problem of accountability when

autonomous weapons systems are deployed. AI-

equipped machines make decisions on their own,

so it is difficult to determine whether a flawed

decision is due to flaws in the program or the

autonomous deliberations of the AI-equipped

machines. Thus, arguments about the irreplaceable

human conscience and moral judgment may have

to be revisited.

Autonomous drones, when they are used

during armed conflict, would be subject to the

general principles and rules of the Law of Armed

Conflict.24 In this respect, autonomous drones are

not to be distinguished from any other weapon

system. The question is for how long may an

autonomous weapons system be lawfully ‘left

alone’ to operate, for hours or days? The delegation

of life-and-death decisions to non-human agents

is being questioned by those who oppose

autonomous weapons systems.

As with any ‘means of warfare,’ autonomous

drones must only be directed at lawful targets

(military objectives and combatants) and attacks

must not be expected to cause excessive collateral

damage. Drones are more likely to be hacked if

they’re autonomous because otherwise, the human

operator would take control. Limiting the risk to

soldiers by removing them from the battlefield

altogether could make war too ‘easy’, reducing it

to a low-cost technological game that no longer

requires any public or moral commitment. The laws

are still evolving. In the meantime, the world

requires reasonable commanders to act in

good faith.

Autonomous Systems Way Ahead
The autonomy of current systems is restricted

where the craft operates autonomously under

certain conditions, but a pilot must monitor its

progress. The next level will be the craft is

autonomous in most situations; the pilot can take

over but generally doesn’t have to. The even higher

level will be the drone is fully autonomous. To

ensure airspace safety with fully autonomous

drones and aircraft will require new rules, air/road

traffic control systems, predefined routes and

enhanced technology to sense, react and avoid

obstacles. Due to their small size, autonomous

UAVs are often sensitive to environmental

disturbances such as wind gust. Control laws based

on the super-twisting algorithm, are being evolved.

DARPA has been developing a fleet of small

naval vessels capable of launching and retrieving

combat drones without the need for large and

expensive aircraft carriers.25 Pentagon is looking

at ideas on how to build a flying aircraft carrier

that can launch and retrieve drones using existing

military aircraft such as the B-1, B-52 or C-130.

The US is developing new undersea drones that

can operate in shallow waters, where manned

submarines cannot. Russians have had robots

armed with grenade launchers and Kalashnikovs.26

UAVs - Indian Armed Forces
Indian armed forces have a fleet of nearly 150

UAVs comprising mostly of Israeli Heron and

Searcher UAVs. IAF has Israeli Aircraft Industries

(IAI) Harpy loitering munitions designed to attack

radar systems in the suppression of enemy air

defence (SEAD) role. IAF also has 110 advanced

stealth IAI ‘Harop’ drones, which are renamed as
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P-4. 54 more are being acquired.27 Harop has a

loiter (flying) time of six hours and a range of 1000

km both ways. Indian armed forces operate UAVs

in insurgency prone Jammu and Kashmir and

remote regions of Ladakh, helping incursion

management and to sanitise the border. Indian

Navy is covering part of the coastline. IAF has

UAV surveillance units across the entire western

and parts of the eastern border. It also uses them

for target lasing, Battle Damage Assessment in

addition to ISR functions. In Naxal prone areas,

National Technical Research Organisation

(NTRO) operates drones for tracking possible

movements and also directing security forces to

the targets.

Indian armed forces will require over a 1,000

UAVs in the next ten years. India is looking to the

U.S. to buy more sophisticated reconnaissance and

attack UAVs. U.S. had offered 22 General

Atomics MQ-9B Sea Guardian UAVs for Indian

Navy’s ISR requirements through U.S.

government’s foreign military sales (FMS) program

at an estimated cost of USD 2 billion.28 India may

initially buy only 10 such UAVs due to funding

constraints. In January 2019, India became only

the third country and the first non-NATO member

country to have been offered the armed version

of Guardian unmanned drones. Indian armed forces

are coordinating their requirements and

specifications for the acquisition. The government-

to-government deal may go through by mid-2020.

DRDO UAV Development
The Indian DRDO’s UAV ‘Nishant’ was

meant for many reconnaissance tasks. Indian army

had acquired four, and all were lost in crashes.

DRDO’s Abhyas is a high-speed expendable aerial

target (HEAT). Technology demonstration stage

has been crossed. Indian armed forces have a

combined global tender projecting the requirement

of 225 HEAT drones. The Imperial Eagle is a light-

weight mini-UAV supported by private vendors,

meant primarily for the National Security Guard

(NSG) and Central Reserve Police Forces

(CRPF). Lakshya is a remotely piloted high-speed

target drone of which 23 have been inducted into

the defence services. Netra is a light-weight,

autonomous UAV jointly developed by DRDO and

Mumbai based private firm IdeaForge. The

development stage has been completed and

Ideaforge is responsible for the production. The

company has a manufacturing capacity of ten units

per month. It has been deployed by some state

police forces already. The Black Kite, Golden

Hawk and Pushpak are unmanned Micro Air

Vehicle (MAV) technology demonstrators,

developed jointly by DRDO and National

Aerospace Laboratories (NAL) and supported by

private vendors. The prototypes are currently

under trials.

DRDO’s Rustom is a MALE UAV derived

from the NAL’s LCRA (Light Canard Research

Aircraft). There will be three variants of the

Rustom UAV. Rustom 1 is a tactical UAV; Rustom

H is a HALE UAV, and Rustom 2 will be a UCAV.

All are under development testing. DRDO carried

out a successful test flight of Rustom 2 on 25

February 2018. The system will see production by

a private development partner. Currently,

negotiations are underway with the armed forces.

IAI-HAL NRUAV (Naval Rotary Unmanned

Aerial Vehicle) is being co-developed by Malat
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Solutions, a unit of IAI of Israel and HAL for the

Indian Navy. A full-scale prototype has been

developed and unveiled and is currently awaiting

clearance for a preliminary design review.

Ghatak, also called Autonomous Unmanned

Research Aircraft (AURA), is an autonomous

stealthy UCAV, being developed for the IAF.29 It

will be capable of releasing missiles, bombs and

precision-guided munitions (PGM). The program

is a project definition stage. It will follow stealthy

flying-wing concept aircraft with internal weapons

bay and a turbofan engine. A technology

demonstrator is being developed. A prototype is

expected to be flight-tested in 2020, with a Russian

turbofan engine.

India: Get Act Right
A large number of Indian companies

showcased small UAVs at the Aero India Show

2019. They have entered joint ventures with foreign

companies for technology, but all have found

difficulty in managing India’s complex bureaucratic

red tape and procurement system. Given small

defence expenditures and the persisting

duplications of military capacities, mixed manned

and unmanned air formations might be an

opportunity for future conflicts. Intensive weapon

research is going on for AI-based autonomous

weapon systems. That is where the future is. India

is part of the most threatened regions of the world

and needs to watch weapon developments closely.

With very few players in the market, technologies

are closely guarded and no one parts with them.

India has to make a serious beginning to develop

AI-based weapon systems and platforms to stem

excessive technological gap. DRDO has to get

its act right.

The theoretical research needs to be converted

into formidable deliverable end-products if India

is to achieve its aspirations of a global player. The

government needs to hold the bull by the horns,

allot adequate funds and position dynamic result-

oriented professional managers for ‘Mission AI’.

The future is unmanned. For India, the time to

invest in indigenous research and development

is now.
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